
Orbital energy levels and wave functions 
for the hydrogen atom
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1s orbital of hydrogen: Radial part 
(a) Cross section of the hydrogen 1s orbital  
probability distribution divided into successive thin  
spherical shells.  
(b) The radial probability distribution. Peak is at  
0.529 Å as predicted by the Bohr model 



Radial nodes
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Insert link:
http://winter.group.shef.ac.uk/orbitron/AOs/1s/index.html

See other orbitals and their probability densities in the
site below:

http://winter.group.shef.ac.uk/orbitron/AOs/1s/index.html
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What happens in polyatomic systems?  

Consider H2+



Many-electron systems: pseudo-independent  
electrons 

H2: example 
Qualitative description of Hartree-Fock model 
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Molecular orbitals in H2
+ at fixed geometry 

Solve 2x2 eigenproblem to obtain MO=LCAO

- Bonding orbital: lower in energy, antibonding is higher. 
- The splitting depends on the atomic orbitals overlap. 
- The splitting is zero at infinite separation (no overlap), and then  
bonding and antibonding orbitals have the same energy.



Molecular orbitals linear combination of atomic 
 orbitals (MOLCAO) picture of bonding 

MOs are solutions of (effective one-electron)  
molecular SE in the basis of atomic orbitals  
(thus, LCAO)  

In order to participate in MOs, atomic orbitals must  
overlap in space (need non-zero coupling matrix  
element) and be close in energy (DE must be  
comparable  to coupling to split the levels) 
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MO configuration of H2
+

1sA 1sB

1σ1s

1σ*1s
E

ε1s

Configuration:    1σs
1 

Bond energy = ε1s 
Bond order = (1-0)/2 = 1/2 ε1s
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H2
+ example: orbital energies at 

different H-H distance  

E

r

σ

σ*

σ  is bonding orbital  
σ* is antibonding orbital

of H2 molecule is most stable at the minimum

lowest energy is at H + H

r = H-H distance
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H2
+ example: orbital energies at 

different H-H distance  

E

r

(σ)1

(σ*)1

σ  is bonding orbital  
σ* is antibonding orbital

Ground state,
Bound potential, with the minimum.
H2

+ is most stable at the minimum

Excited state.
Dissociative potential, lowest energy is at H + H.

r = H-H distance
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Many-electron molecules:
Molecular orbitals and electronic 
configurations in H2
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Bond Order
Bond Order = # bonding e- - # antibonding e-

2

H2:  # bonding e- = 2;  # antibonding e- = 0
Bond Order = (2-0)/2 = 1 : single bond

H2
-:  Bond Order = (2-1)/2 = ½ : “Half Bond”

He2:  Bond Order = (2-2)/2 = 0 : No Bond
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MO configuration of H2

1sA 1sB

1σ1s

1σ*1s
E

ε1s

Configuration:    (1σs
2) 

Bond order = (2-0)/2 = 1
2ε1s
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MO configuration of H2
-

1sA 1sB

1σ1s

1σ*1s
E

ε1s

Configuration:    (1σs
2)( σ*s

1) 

Bond order = (2-1)/2 = 1/2 ε1s
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MO configuration of He2

1sA 1sB

1σ1s

1σ*1s
E

ε1s

Configuration:    (1σs)2 (σ*s
2) 

Bond order = (2-2)/2 = 0

Can  removing electrons sometimes make the bonds stronger?



Ionization of non-covalent clusters

(He)2:  De=10.7 K (9x10-4 eV), re=5.7 bohr

(He)2
+: De=2.5 eV (50 kcal/mol), re=2.05 bohr

1s 1s

σ

σ∗ Bond order in (He)2 is zero 

Bond order in (He)2
+ is ½


